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This poem sounds as if an old man wrote it, however the poet was merely 23

years old when this poem was published. The entire poem is very poignant 

and tragic in tone and the main reason why I get the impression of an old 

man as the narrator is because the poet seems to feel as if his life is already 

over. What could ever have caused such immense sorrow? The first stanza is

dedicated to reflection on a better time: the poet’s childhood. He emphasizes

the dear companionship he shared with “ bosom cronies”, as he calls them in

the second stanza. 

In the first and second stanzas we see how the poet tries to reconstruct the 

happy memories from his past, but to no avail since this only intensifies his 

pain. We see this through the way he mentions joyous activities, like “ 

laughing”, “ carousing”, “ drinking late”, “ sitting late…. “, which suggests 

that the man lived a normal childhood, which makes us wonder why he is 

still so dejectedly exclaims that “ all, all are gone”. 

The first three stanzas (as well as the last stanza) all end with the same 

repeated refrain: “ All, all are gone, the old familiar faces. This may sound 

true since the narrator speaks in the past tense for the first three stanzas, 

making it clear that the both happy and painful recollections he is having are

gone and cannot be recreated. It also indicates that the wound is still fresh, 

so the horrible event that set off this depressed state of mind must have 

happened recently. In the third stanza he speaks of a woman he once loved, 

and it is peculiar how he describes why she is gone. He says, “ He must not 

see her” and that “ closed are her doors”. 
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Perhaps she has literally been locked away, for she cannot be dead if the 

poet still has a possibility of seeing her but “ mist not” because of closed 

doors. The fourth, fifth, and sixth stanzas repeat a similar refrain ending with

“ the old familiar faces” but the “ all, all are gone” is replaced by individual 

outbursts for each stanza. The fourth and sixth stanzas are about a good 

friend, and it is here where the present tense is used, when the poet says, “ I

have a friend”. In the fourth stanza we learn that he left his friend “ 

abruptly” and not only that, but he is also very regretful and self-critical of 

this action by calling himself an “ ingrate”, someone who is ungrateful of 

what they have. In the sixth stanza the narrator returns to his friend, 

showing obvious regret. 

It is quite clear that the poet values friendship over romance at the time of 

writing this poem, showing that he needs support, help, and advice rather 

than intimacy. The sixth stanza is a cry for help as we see by the question 

posted “ Why wert not thou born in my father’s dwelling? This stanza finally 

reveals that the poet’s sadness comes from a family matter, which is why he 

wishes that his friend were his brother so they could muse on the same “ old,

familiar faces”. The fifth stanza is probably the most harrowing. The poet 

describes himself as ghost-like and speaks of earth as “ a desert I was bound

to traverse”. The depressing imagery of this stanza shows the deep sorrow 

and despair of the narrator, and even though we have seen from preceding 

stanzas that he has had a rather average childhood and also a very dear 

friend that he abandoned voluntarily, he feels that he was meant for this 

tragic fate. 
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However, he is still “ seeking the old familiar faces” suggesting that right 

now he is deep in memories, detached from reality and completely engulfed 

by his sorrow. The final stanza just sadly states that some have died, some 

have left him, some have been taken from him, and in the end all are 

departed. This final depressing statement, along with the returning repeated 

refrain “ all, all are gone” gives a very depressing end to the poem and since

the sadness is unresolved by the end of the poem we get the impression that

the narrator is still steeped in sorrow and will never be happy again. It is a 

slow-paced poem with a regular structure of seven stanzas each consisting 

of three lines, including a repeated refrain of the title. This makes the song 

more of a lament and enhances the effect that the narrator has given up all 

hope and now disconsolately settles into a routine of depression and painful 

reminiscence without any ambition to move on in this sad world. This poem 

has certain autobiographical detail, since it was written during a very 

tumultuous time for Charles Lamb. 

Charles was very close to his sister Mary and was mentally scarred when 

Mary one day in a fit of insanity murdered their mother with a kitchen knife. 

This explains who the woman he once loved was and why he “ must not see 

her”, since Mary was placed in an insane asylum after the incident. However,

if I had not known of this fact as a reader my perception of the narrator was 

that he was pathetic, depressed, and worthy of the title of an ingrate. The 

morbidity of the poem is the most striking thing about it and it is peculiar 

how our impression of age depends on the brightness of the poems tone, or 

how hopeful the poet is for the future. 
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